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Abstract

Purpose
Newer definitions of feedback emphasize learner engagement throughout the conversation, yet teacher and learner perceptions of each other's behaviors during feedback exchanges have been less well studied. This study explored perceptions of residents and faculty regarding effective behaviors and strategies during feedback conversations and factors that affected provision and acceptance of constructive feedback.

Method
Six outpatient internal medicine preceptors and 12 residents at Brigham and Women's Hospital participated (2 dyads per preceptor) between September 2017 and May 2018. Their scheduled feedback conversations were observed by the lead investigator, and one-on-one interviews were conducted with each member of the dyad to explore their perceptions of the conversation. Interviews were transcribed and analyzed for key themes. Because participants repeatedly emphasized teacher–learner relationships as key to meaningful feedback, a framework method of analysis was performed using the 3-step relationship-centered communication model REDE (relationship establishment, development, and engagement).

Results
After participant narratives were mapped onto the REDE model, key themes were identified and categorized under the major steps of the model. First, establishment: revisit and renew established relationships, preparation allows deeper reflection on goals, set a collaborative agenda. Second, development: provide a safe space to invite self-reflection, make it about a skill or action. Third, engagement: enhance self-efficacy at the close, establish action plans for growth.

Conclusions
Feedback conversations between longitudinal teacher–learner dyads could be mapped onto a relationship-centered communication framework. Our study suggests that behaviors that enable trusting and supportive teacher–learner relationships can form the foundation of meaningful feedback.

Newer conceptualizations of feedback describe it as a complex interpersonal interaction that should target recipient behavior change and growth, yet feedback in clinical education mostly emphasizes the skills of giving feedback. Experts recommend learner-centered or learner-initiated approaches situated within a conducive educational alliance and learning culture, but such approaches enhance seeking, receptivity, and incorporation of feedback is less well studied. Moreover, it is not clear whether teachers and learners have similar perceptions of the same feedback conversations. Conflicting perceptions of the content and impact of the conversation may lead to defensiveness, anger, and possibly rejection of the feedback. Facilitated reflections of feedback conversations with teachers and learners could promote deeper understanding of and insights into their own behaviors and their opinions on factors that could enhance the impact of feedback.

Feedback initiatives have swung from unidirectional transmission to bidirectional models that advocate alliance building and coaching. Sociocultural factors, such as teacher–learner relationships, perceptions of credibility, and the institutional learning culture, may strongly influence feedback quality and impact on learners. The educational alliance model and R2C2 model (relationship building, exploring reactions to feedback, exploring content, and coaching for change) emphasize learner engagement in the entire process. Exploring feedback through a sociocultural lens requires further understanding of the impact of relationships between providers and recipients on learner growth and factors that enhance the credibility of feedback and therefore its acceptance.

The R2C2 model suggests that feedback conversations begin by establishing relationships and rapport. In our previous research, residents and faculty indicated that trusting relationships between teachers and learners could facilitate honest bidirectional dialogue targeting learner growth, although they acknowledged that the current practice featured mostly unidirectional dialogues with a near absence of constructive feedback. Although a learning environment that fosters longitudinal relationships could enhance supervision, role modeling, and feedback, the challenges of establishing trusting relationships when contact time is limited cannot be underestimated.

Learners may reject feedback if they do not view the source or the content as
Affect feedback credibility perceptions.27,29 Thus, various factors pertaining to learners, teachers, relationships, and the learning culture need to be addressed in enhancing the credibility of feedback.

The recent emphasis on relationships and application of coaching principles to feedback7,20,21,24,35–39 necessitates further exploration of teacher and learner perceptions of the effectiveness and impact of behaviors that occur during feedback conversations. The purpose of this study was to use facilitated debriefing of dyads of residents and their faculty supervisors (preceptors) in continuity clinics immediately after formal feedback conversations to explore the following questions:

1. What do participants in each dyad perceive as effective behaviors and strategies during formal feedback conversations?
2. What behaviors could influence feedback seeking, acceptance, and incorporation of constructive (corrective) feedback, from the perspective of residents and preceptors?

Method

In this qualitative study, we explored perceptions of outpatient resident–preceptor dyads regarding the content and impact of their feedback conversations. We used the conceptual framework of sociocultural theory,40 which states that learning occurs in a community shaped by the culture and relationships, to guide our study design.

Study setting and sampling

Brigham and Women’s Hospital is a large, urban teaching institution and an affiliate of Harvard Medical School. The internal medicine training program comprises approximately 150 residents, who are assigned a continuity clinic preceptor for the duration of their training. The program communicates expectations for regular feedback conversations, but no specific frequency or structure is recommended. The quality of feedback varies according to faculty teaching experience, and feedback training is not mandatory.

Using purposive sampling strategies, we targeted resident–preceptor dyads with longitudinal relationships as most appropriate to answer our study questions.41,42 We recruited 6 faculty preceptors and 12 residents (12 dyads total) from the largest residency outpatient training site. Sixty residents and 20 preceptors work together at this outpatient training site; each faculty member is the primary supervisor for 2 or 3 residents. Prospective participants were provided information about the study objectives via email and in person; voluntary participation and confidentiality of opinions were emphasized. No suggestions on feedback strategies or faculty development were provided, and no training in models such as R2C2 or educational alliance was provided.

Study framework and data collection

Using an open-ended qualitative approach,42,43 we explored perceptions of resident–preceptor dyads regarding each other’s feedback behaviors and factors that influenced provision and acceptance of constructive feedback during these conversations. Data collection occurred between September 2017 and May 2018, ensuring that each pair had worked together for at least 6 months (relationships ranged from 6 to 30 months according to the postgraduate year of the resident). Final selection was based on availability of investigator and resident–preceptor dyads to schedule observation and debriefing of feedback conversations. Each pair scheduled a feedback conversation after the preceptor observed a resident–patient encounter in clinic. The lead investigator (S.R.) observed each feedback conversation and conducted sequential but separate interviews with each member of the dyad after their conversation. Sample triggers invited preceptors to reflect on their behaviors that may have positively or negatively affected the conversation, as well as unexpected moments that arose during the encounter (for sample questions, see Supplemental Digital Appendix 1 at http://links.lww.com/ACADMED/A743). Reflexive insights were encouraged by asking preceptors to recall behaviors that they might consider changing in future conversations.

Resident interviews focused on their overall impressions of the conversation, their opinions on the effectiveness of preceptor feedback language and behaviors, and whether specific action plans had been discussed. Interviews lasted about 15 minutes and were audiotaped and transcribed for analysis. These steps are depicted in Figure 1. The data for this study were transcripts of the interviews between S.R. and participants. Investigator observations and field notes guided interview questions and ensured accuracy of event recall. The trigger questions were modified as appropriate for future interviews.

Reflexivity is integral to rigor in qualitative research to explain authors’ relationship to the subject and participants.44 S.R. practices and supervises residents at the same practice but has no role in faculty evaluation, hiring, or promotion. Although a core educator in the residency program and a supervisor of residents (not included in this study), S.R. is not responsible for resident remediation or graduation decisions. Participants were aware that S.R. was exploring the process of feedback within the department and leading efforts to improve its quality. S.R.’s knowledge of the practice and the educational environment allowed for exploration and questioning of aspects of feedback practices with participants using a shared language. The other authors (C.P.M.Y., K.D.K., S.G.) are experienced educational researchers external to the institution. S.G. is also a practicing internist and clinical teacher of residents and thus knowledgeable of the setting in which clinical supervision occurs.

Data analysis

Data collection occurred concurrently with analysis and informed future data collection. We audiotaped and transcribed all interviews; no identifying information was retained in the transcripts. During open coding, each data unit referring to a specific issue was assigned a code consistent with participants’ terminology; similar codes were grouped under coding categories.45,46 Analysis then moved from the categorical level (open codes
and categories) to the conceptual level (relationships between codes and construction of important themes). Because the topic of teacher–learner relationships was raised repeatedly by all participants, we used a framework method for thematic analysis, through the lens of a relationship-centered communication model. The framework method is a type of thematic analysis that allows streamlined output from discussions of topics that could generate a variety of participant opinions. After reviewing 2 relationship-centered communication models, we chose the REDE (relationship establishment, development, and engagement) model to frame our analysis. The REDE model, a 3-step approach developed at Cleveland Clinic, has been used to train health care providers in improving communications with patients through meaningful relationships. The 3 core steps of relationship establishment, development, and engagement appeared very applicable to preceptor and resident feedback conversations. We did not use the substeps of this model because most were specific to patient conversations. The participant narratives were mapped onto the 3 steps of the model and further sorted into themes under each of the steps. All transcripts were reviewed in detail by S.R. The other investigators (S.G., K.D.K., C.P.M.V.) reviewed selected transcripts to ensure that assumptions by S.R. did not drive the analysis. Through ongoing discussions, the team reached consensus on the coding scheme. The entire research team had several meetings to discuss overarching themes and to ensure that the study questions were addressed adequately. Manual coding was performed initially, followed by computer-assisted qualitative data analysis using NVivo 10 Pro software for Windows (QSR International Pty. Ltd., Melbourne, Australia) to organize codes, themes, and quotes and retrieve data for more detailed analysis.

We ensured methodologic rigor through triangulation in data collection (interview transcripts, investigator observations, and field notes), data analysis (independent data analysis by 2 investigators followed by team discussions and consensus), and member checking after each debriefing interview to ensure that interpretations of observations were accurate. Finally, S.R. maintained a journal of assumptions and opinions during investigator team meetings, and obtained recommendations from the rest of the team on modifying interview questions as appropriate to ensure openness to varying perspectives.

**Ethical approval**

The study was granted exempt status by the Partners Institutional Review Board, the review board for Brigham and Women’s Hospital (Protocol #2013P002270/BWH). Verbal consent was obtained from participants before observation and audiotaping of interviews.

**Results**

Each of the 6 preceptors scheduled feedback conversations with 2 of their clinic residents. A total of 12 dyads was observed and interviewed. Approximately 250 minutes of interview transcripts from 12 feedback conversations were collected. After participant narratives were mapped onto the REDE model, we were able to identify key themes, related to effective and ineffective feedback strategies, under the 3 major steps of the model. The themes are presented in Figure 2.

The description of each theme begins with investigator interpretations of participant reflections and comments during the debriefing interviews, backed by field notes of the investigator-observed conversation. Representative quotes from faculty (F) and residents (R) follow the interpretations.

**Step 1: Relationship establishment**

Because participants were preceptor–resident dyads who had worked together for at least 6 months, language and behaviors used to open the conversation frequently referenced...
previously established relationships and rapport. Some conversations began as a continuation of goal discussions started during a previous conversation. The 3 themes under this step pertained to renewing established relationships, preparing for the conversation, and setting a collaborative agenda.

Revisit and renew established relationships. Residents and faculty emphasized the value of longitudinal relationships that allowed them to get to know each other and establish a comfortable environment in which strengths and deficiencies in performance could be discussed in a nonthreatening way. Most of the pairs referred to previous discussions, linking them to the goals of the feedback discussion on the day of the interview, with language such as, “The last time we had discussed that we would work on . . . .” Though the relationship had been established previously, participants referred to the strength of their rapport and appeared to renegotiate their relationship during this conversation.

Preparation allows deeper reflection on goals. All participants stated that preparing for the conversation enhanced the quality of the feedback. Preceptors observed a complete resident–patient encounter before their conversation and jotted down specific examples to frame their feedback. They stated that planning these conversations prompted deeper reflections about the content and takeaway messages for residents. Residents formulated specific learning goals and challenges to discuss with their preceptors.

Figure 2 Results of a framework-based analysis of participant narratives in study on perceptions of resident and continuity clinic preceptors (12 dyads) regarding effective and ineffective behaviors during feedback conversations, Brigham and Women’s Hospital, September 2017–May 2018. Key themes were identified under each of 3 main steps of the relationship-centered communication model REDE (relationship establishment, development, and engagement).

1. Revisit and renew established relationships
2. Preparation allows deeper reflection on goals
3. Set a collaborative agenda

1. Provide a safe space to invite self-reflection
2. Make it about a skill or action

Revisit and renew established relationships.

Residents and faculty

I very much respect her as a primary care physician. Also I think we have just developed a relationship where I’m very comfortable going to her when I don’t know something. I’m not afraid that she’s going to judge me . . . . I don’t fear repercussion when I don’t know something and I ask her. (R8)

One resident stated that actionable feedback from someone the resident trusted would be definitely credible. However, the resident also wondered if it would be emotionally difficult to hear something constructive from a trusted faculty.

She knows me well, so I think the feedback is reliable. I think it might be hard to get something horrible coming from someone who knows you well and who you like. But, in terms of saying this is what you could do better, and giving actionable pointers, I think that it’s nice coming from someone who’s seen you do a lot of stuff and knows how you work very well. (R6)

Preparation allows deeper reflection on goals.

All participants stated that preparing for the conversation enhanced the quality of the feedback. Preceptors observed a complete resident–patient encounter before their conversation and jotted down specific examples to frame their feedback. They stated that planning these conversations prompted deeper reflections about the content and takeaway messages for residents. Residents formulated specific learning goals and challenges to discuss with their preceptors.

In a setting where we’re thinking more concretely about the feedback, what it forced me to do is to not fall into the trap, for residents who look very promising, of saying, “You’re doing great. Aren’t you great?!” Pat, pat on the back and off you go. Because then they’re not building their skills. (F1)

It gave me an opportunity to critically think about my performance and ways that I can provide better care for patients, things that I am doing well, and areas that, as we all have, areas to improve in. (R1)

Set a collaborative agenda.

Scheduling the feedback encounter in advance also allowed the preceptor and resident to select a patient for the direct observation and target types of patient challenges that would benefit the most from the observation and feedback.

Where it helped me is planning ahead of time, like picking a patient where she had specifically asked me to observe . . . it was the approach to a challenging patient because she knew going in that it may be a difficult encounter. It allowed me to pick up just those pieces. (F4)

Before we did that session where she observed me, we sat down and she asked...
me what I wanted her to specifically focus on and get feedback on, and I shared that with her. She was able to give me feedback on the area that I wanted feedback on, that I sought feedback on. (R6)

Overall, a congenial relationship was considered essential in setting the stage for a feedback dialogue. Residents' reflections on their strengths, weaknesses, and challenges and data from direct observation of residents by preceptors were brought to the table for a useful discussion that could effect changes in practice. All dyads referred to rapport established at the start of their working relationship, which made it easier to engage in a meaningful dialogue. Finally, participants reaffirmed the benefits of direct observation of residents in framing a formal feedback conversation and stated that the conversations needed to occur more frequently.

**Step 2: Relationship development**

In this step, we included themes pertaining to development or maintenance of established relationships, such as the environment in which the conversation occurred and strategies used for shared decision making and to facilitate acceptance of constructive feedback. The 2 key themes in this step: a safe space for self-reflection and make it about a skill or action.

**Provide a safe space to invite self-reflection.** Residents stated that their preceptors were supportive, provided a safe environment, and posed questions that were a genuine invitation to express their challenges. Most preceptors initiated conversations with open-ended questions by asking residents to describe what they did well and what they found challenging. They typically used self-reflection to launch constructive feedback discussions as well as assess residents' insight into their performance. Residents used this opportunity to critically appraise their performance and reflect on their strengths and areas for improvement. Open-ended questions from preceptors allowed them to reflect on their overall performance and greatest challenges, articulate specific goals, and contribute meaningfully to the conversation.

You can learn something about where they think they are. People, especially highly accomplished people, are good at putting up a good front. Letting them talk first, letting them run a little . . . not cutting them off too early . . . could be very useful. (F1)

**Make it about a skill or action.** Preceptors stated that they used concrete examples from the patient encounter as a basis for providing constructive feedback. Most verified resident agreement and invited the resident's perspective on the context of the encounter.

You need to find a way to make it about a skill or an action. Then, you add more detail. “It seemed like Miss X was confused when you tried to explain how to change her insulin. Are there other ways to . . . .” and trying to draw them out about those deficiencies. (F6)

I also really appreciate how she had constructive, very specific feedback, not just general comments, but exact moments that she captured in time, that supported things I could do better next time. I think it was gently delivered, which is nice. (R5)

Residents emphasized that constructive feedback was essential for their growth, even if it caused an initial negative emotional reaction. Supportive faculty, specificity of feedback with examples of their own words and behaviors during patient interactions, and the tone in which it was delivered promoted acceptance.

It was nice to start with an invitation for what I thought. I think it also helped prime her (preceptor) too; if I had basically agreed with everything she thought, then, maybe she'll feel more comfortable delivering it. (R2)

Not all preceptor–resident conversations had the optimal balance of preceptor talking (communicating their observation and opinions) versus reflective listening (allowing for resident narrative, using encouraging prompts to stimulate more resident perspectives). Two specific challenges expressed by preceptors included: not waiting long enough to allow a resident to speak and redirecting a resident who focused on a difficult patient encounter rather than critically reflecting on areas for improvement.

I should have spoken less and allowed more of the resident narrative. Next time, I need to ask the resident about their action plans rather than giving them my suggestions. (F5)

I think the resident ended up steering the conversation quite a bit. Which has ups and downs. I think maybe we ended up not being clear enough in terms of what I think the real issue was with the history taking. (F3)

**Enhance self-efficacy at the close.** Motivating residents in their professional growth seemed to be an important goal for all preceptors, and they raised this theme repeatedly. All preceptors indicated that they wanted feedback conversations to end on a happy note and conclude with emphasis on resident strengths to enhance residents' self-efficacy.

He has a very good skill set, a really good attitude and style. Very promising. I want to motivate him to say, how can he be getting more out of the experience? How can he be broadening what he's doing? (F5)

The compulsion to ensure resident self-efficacy sometimes prevented preceptors from a comprehensive discussion of constructive feedback.

I think she wouldn't have been ready for it. You are so fragile at that stage of training (I was) that I'm not sure I would have said more. Yeah. I think I don't know if I would have wanted to go further or be harsher about some of the gaps I perceived. (F3)

**Establish action plans for growth.** All conversations ended with discussion of action plans to change some aspect of behavior or practice. According to...
residents, action plans for growth were a critical step in feedback conversations. Some preceptors were comfortable with allowing residents to initiate plans, while others provided recommendations first and then checked in with residents.

I felt like that was how the session with her (preceptor), which I think is the most useful, which is a small number of things are talked about, a plan is made on how to change them, and then what we're going to do moving forward with that plan. (R6)

I remember one thing I asked was, I feel overwhelmed when patients are really complex, and even though I prepare before clinic days, somehow they get in the room, and it's just really hard to make my plan go forward . . . we actually came up with a game plan together—why don’t we do either an email or in-person huddle before these patients? We also enacted that plan. (R1)

However, both preceptors and residents reported that action plan language was not always specific, and they did not clearly discuss how and when to implement action plans.

I felt like I don’t have a great framework for moving the conversation beyond just strengths and areas for improvement . . . in terms of coming up with any kind of action plan or any summary . . . I feel like I don’t have a system for that. (F3)

It was discussed but not perhaps very concretely. I still think that the things she gave me as feedback were somewhat actionable items, but I don’t know if I reset new goals for next session, though. (R3)

Pertaining to the engagement phase, all preceptors reported ending the conversation with a summary of performance areas that needed improvement and checking for resident agreement. However, not all of them effectively discussed the specifics of how and when to enact these plans. Only some pairs systematically coconstructed future learning opportunities to enact these plans.

Discussion

Using facilitated reflection, we explored perceptions of resident–preceptor dyads regarding effective and ineffective strategies during their feedback conversations and factors that promoted or impeded receptivity to feedback. Despite not receiving training on feedback models that emphasize relationships, our participants repeatedly emphasized that longitudinal relationships allowed faculty and residents to interact in a safe space, thus facilitating exchange and acceptance of constructive feedback. Faculty stated that direct observation of resident–patient interactions helped them frame feedback that was credible to residents. Facilitating resident self-reflection on performance allowed faculty to be aware of residents’ challenges and fears, target their performance observation, and calibrate residents’ ability to self-assess. Residents and faculty acknowledged that action plans did not always feature clear language or concrete next steps to try new behaviors. Finally, although preceptors were keen to discuss areas for improvement, they were committed to concluding the conversation on a happy note and enhancing the self-efficacy of residents.

The results of this study advance previous knowledge regarding sociocultural influences on feedback by obtaining unique insights from preceptor–resident pairs into their actions and behaviors during real-life feedback conversations. The dyads were able to reflect on the match or mismatch between intentions of feedback providers and perceptions of recipients, the specificity or lack thereof of feedback language, and what behaviors needed to change in future conversations. They spontaneously focused on the value of longitudinal resident–preceptor relationships and how such relationships should be protected and leveraged to conduct meaningful feedback conversations. Our findings suggest that 3 key strategies could effectively enhance learner receptivity to and impact of feedback: relationships, performance observation that preserves learner self-efficacy and autonomy, and concrete action plans coconstructed by the teacher and learner. These findings shed further light on factors that enhance credibility of feedback as described by other investigators—credibility of feedback provider (relationships, perceived beneficence, framing of feedback) and the data they provide (based on performance observation, consistency with learner self-assessment). Previous studies have linked politeness concepts to evaluation narratives and feedback conversations; our results highlight the importance of attention to these concepts during feedback conversations, even in the context of established longitudinal relationships. Below, we discuss further the impact of teacher–learner relationships on feedback conversations, the intersection of politeness concepts with direct observation and feedback, and action plans that target behavior change.

Conducive teacher–learner relationships were said to be critical to meaningful feedback conversations. Residents reported that their comfort in discussing challenges and receptivity to constructive feedback resulted from collegial longitudinal relationships with preceptors, trust in their judgment, and conviction about faculty investment in their growth. Relationship-centered feedback models, such as R2C2 by Sargeant and colleagues, educational alliance by Telio et al, feedback tango by Bing-You and colleagues, place learners at the heart of a feedback conversation. Our findings add to this literature through the discovery of unique in-the-moment strategies used by preceptors to address learner self-efficacy and autonomy (politeness concepts), thereby protecting their longitudinal working relationships. Specifically, faculty referred to established relationships, invited self-reflection, gauged learners’ receptivity to constructive feedback, and used strategies that emphasized alliance (we are doing this together). Some studies have reported that clinical rotations with limited faculty–resident interactions could lead to infrequent performance observation, resulting in decreased credibility of feedback data. However, Farrell and colleagues argued that educational alliances can be developed even during brief encounters, if preceptors and learners negotiate learning goals throughout their interaction and practice goal-oriented feedback. Continuity clinics could provide a unique setting to foster dyadic relationships; allow faculty and learners to create feedback loops comprising negotiation of learning goals, observation, reflection, and formulation of action plans; and create new learning opportunities to implement action plans.

Preceptors in our study indicated that direct observation of resident–patient encounters and using specific examples allowed exchange of meaningful feedback. Residents expressed receptivity to constructive feedback and willingness to
change future behaviors when preceptors provided examples from observed encounters. Despite these perspectives regarding the benefits of direct observation, both sides referred to the importance of resident autonomy even among novice residents. Though research suggests that direct observation of learner performance enhances the perceived credibility of the feedback, there are concerns that advanced clinical learners may view teacher presence during patient interactions as a threat to their autonomy.

Our study provides additional data that even the dyads who had comfortable longitudinal relationships acknowledged that performance observation occurred infrequently. It is possible that this hesitancy to observe residents may be due to preceptors’ desire to protect resident autonomy. Emphasizing autonomy as a developmental process, embedding periodic direct observation in clinical education, and training faculty to support autonomy while performing performance observation could be important strategies to ensure safe patient care and accurate feedback data.

Finally, a key step toward behavior change and performance improvement involves discussion and implementation of concrete action plans. Although some preceptors appeared comfortable in guiding residents’ formulation of next steps, others provided vague action plans that left residents uncertain about the plan and the follow-up. Establishing educational alliances that foster bidirectional dialogue, application of coaching principles that emphasize specific steps for improvement agreed upon by teacher and learner, and coconstruction of the learning environment with opportunities to apply new behaviors could be successful strategies to navigate this step, while satisfying learner needs of self-efficacy and autonomy.

Limitations

This study has a few limitations that need to be discussed. The inquiry was based at a single residency program, and our interpretations may not be transferable to different specialty training programs or institutions that may vary in size, setting, location, or mission. Our participants were a small sample of a larger faculty and resident population, and we may not have captured a full range of feedback behaviors or opinions. Nonparticipants may have contrasting viewpoints about teacher–learner relationships or variable feedback practices. All feedback conversations in this study were preceded by direct observations of full resident–patient encounters, but preceptors typically observe only short segments of resident–patient encounters. Thus, there was a change from their usual practice. Moreover, our study was limited to continuity clinic settings, and such conversations are bound to have a different scope and different challenges in other clinical settings. However, our context is typical of continuity clinic settings in large medicine residency programs, and the findings are potentially transferable to similar postgraduate education settings.

Suggestions for further research

Perceptions of preceptor–resident dyads provided interesting insights into how the participants viewed each other’s behaviors during feedback conversations. They saw eye to eye on many aspects of the feedback conversation; therefore, it is possible that they have a shared mental model of the process and content. More research is needed using observational methods to examine verbal and nonverbal behaviors during feedback conversations and whether intentions of feedback providers match perceptions of feedback recipients. Similar research inquiries are needed to examine learner-centered feedback practices in a variety of primary care settings where teachers and learners have longitudinal relationships, clinical settings without longitudinal relationships, different departments, as well as different institutions, because the results of this study cannot be directly applied to all medical education settings. Finally, it is essential to study whether feedback initiatives that emphasize relationships lead to behavior change.

Conclusions

Extending the insights gained from newer feedback models, our findings support the premise that relationship-centered communication models are applicable to foster meaningful feedback conversations between clinical supervisors and trainees. It is very likely that trusting and supportive teacher–learner relationships form the backbone of feedback conversations and promote feedback seeking and acceptance.
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Fully Present

“Be productive and do something meaningful. But there’s no formula.”

As I pondered my dean’s words, I couldn’t help but think: A formula would certainly make things easier.

I had approached her about taking a year off from medical school to mentor a group of at-risk youth. The boys were a range of ages from elementary school to high school, were in the foster care or juvenile justice system, and lived at a group home in Taiwan. I had volunteered there for several weeks over the past few years. My dean added, “Do it because you love it, not because you want to get gold stars or because you think it’ll be impressive.” In the end, I decided to go. Living at the home with the boys, I involved myself in nearly all aspects of their lives. I tutored them in English and math; led baking, piano, guitar, and exercise classes; helped them with college applications; and taught them about financial planning.

But beyond the formal programming, there were the subtle, in-between moments that I still think fondly of, although they were often overlooked in the busyness of life at the home: Playing competitive sock basketball with 3 of the boys using a single orphaned sock and a cardboard box; one boy’s skyrocketing motivation to learn English when cookies or candies were on the line; and debating with the same boy every day about how much “3 bites” of vegetables actually was.

There was also the boy who left everything covered in flour when we made cookies; the boy who ran and hid for 2 hours to escape having to do his homework; and the boy I stayed with for 2 hours to escape having to do his

During my year in Taiwan, I was constantly reminded of the importance of being fully present. Staff members at the home often told the boys how big a deal it was that I took time off from school to spend the year with them. But the boys were uninterested in the degrees and accolades I possessed. They paid far closer attention to how I interacted with them. They observed how I listened to and responded to their comments, keenly aware of whether I noticed their individual needs or simply made blanket statements. With more than 20 boys at the home, I could not spend large chunks of time with them individually every day. However, I learned I could be fully invested in each interaction, even if it lasted only 5 minutes.

Now back in medical training, I have found that, to provide whole-person care and effectively meet my patients’ physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual needs, I must be fully present. Like at the home in Taiwan, there is always more work that needs to be done. Given the practical constraints, it’s also often impossible to spend as much time as I would like with each of my patients. However, with the time I do have, I know I can provide holistic care and be fully present—to be attentive to my patients’ every word, silence, facial expression, and motion; to acknowledge and affirm the significance of it all; and to respond accordingly so that they know they are not facing their illnesses and circumstances alone.

Victor Hsiao
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